Electric Versus Dimensions
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Model | H      | W      | B      | Wattage | Control
----- | ------ | ------ | ------ | ------- | -----
VTREL-5223 | 51.3 in | 22.8 in | 43.9 in | 600W    | Left
VTRER-5223 | 51.3 in | 22.8 in | 43.9 in | 600W    | Right
VTREL-6923 | 68.4 in | 22.8 in | 61.0 in | 900W    | Left
VTRER-6923 | 68.4 in | 22.8 in | 61.0 in | 900W    | Right

H = Height Dimension
W = Width Dimension
B = Bracket to Bracket Dimension